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Abstract
Security incidents are rising at an alarming rate every year.  
As the complexity of the threats increases, so do the security 
measures required to protect networks. Data center operators, 
network administrators, and other data center professionals need 
to comprehend the basics of security in order to safely deploy 
and manage networks today. Data likely to be kept hide from all 
people except from the authorized user. The plain text should be 
codified by the process of encryption. Each  type of data has its 
own features; therefore different techniques should be used to 
protect confidential data from unauthorized access. In this paper, 
a newly developed encryption and decryption technique is used 
by which we can secure any kind of file. The technique can be 
implemented on any kind file as it is implemented in bit-level. 
The strength of the technique is analyzed in this paper. In this 
algorithm encryption is done by two set of operations applying 
on substrings alternatively for getting the encrypted text of entire 
binary stream and the reverse process is applied on encrypted text 
to get back the original source bit stream.
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I. Introduction
With the explosion of the public Internet and e-commerce, private 
computers, and computer networks, if not adequately secured, are 
increasingly vulnerable to damaging attacks. Hackers, viruses, 
vindictive employees and even human error all represent clear 
and present dangers to networks. And all computer users, from the 
most casual Internet surfers to large enterprises, could be affected 
by network security breaches. 
However, security breaches can often be easily prevented. How? 
This guide provides you with a general overview of the most 
Common network security threats and the steps you and your 
organization can take to protect yourselves from threats and ensure 
that the data traveling across your networks is safe [2].
Cryptography, not only protects data from hacking or alteration, 
but can also be used for user authentication. In all cases, the initial 
unencrypted data is referred to as plaintext. It is encrypted into 
cipher text, which will in turn (usually) be decrypted into usable 
plaintext. 
For different Network Security approaches we have also studied 
several journal papers. Among them one of the papers included 
the Mathematical data encryption process; it is an interesting 
technique but can only be applied on text files. If it is applied on 
binary files it will increase the overhead and the encrypted text 
size will be huge [4]. Another paper mainly included enrichment 
of security through cryptographic public key algorithm based on 
block cipher. In this technique matrix formation is used where the 
numbers of columns are determined by the length of the random 
number. But main problem is that if the entire block is chopped 
by the length of the random number which is provided by the user 
so inserting the element row wise under this column some of row 
remain blank. There is nothing to insert [6].

So inspired by some above techniques a new block based 
encryption technique is introduced. For encryption a key has to be 
generated. Key length and bit stream is chosen at random. Mainly 
the entire binary streams are decomposed on the basis of substring 
length. For inserting the elements under the column mainly Simple 
columnar technique is used where a specific column sequence is 
determined among the all possible ways of column arrangements 
and then  enter the elements row wise and read it column wise Then 
two set of operations are applied on the substring alternatively for 
getting encrypted text on binary stream. 
In decryption process applying reverse steps on the substring to 
get back the original text. In section II, the algorithm is defined. 
Section III, describes the whole process with an example. An 
analysis is described in Section IV, along conclusion along with 
future work has been done in Section V.

II. Algorithm
In this section, encryption process is discussed in section A. 
The section B and C, discussed about the structure of key and 
decryption respectively.

A. Encryption Process
Step 1: Let a binary stream ‘BS’ is be taken.
Step 2: A random number ‘r’ is generated by the    user whose 
length is defined in key.
Step 3: Now calculate the substring by multiplying minimum 
bit required to binary representation of r with the length of the 
first word of plain text which also defined in the key. According 
to the length of the substring BS is decomposed into k number 
of substring like s1,s2…….,sk. It may happen at the end some bits 
having the length less than the substring length which is kept in 
UB which will be append at the end of getting final encryption.
Step 4: Decompose substring into several number of blocks 
.Each block contain total number of elements which is equal to 
the quotient after dividing substring length by the length of the 
first word of the plain text.
Step 5: User can defined a particular column sequence among all 
possible column arrangements .i.e. j*n. Where j is the minimum 
bits required of binary representation of n where n is the length 
of r. 
Step 6: Elements of each substring are written in row wise under 
these column. Put the sequential indexing of each element.
Step 7: Then rearrange the elements in this fashion that for the 
first block even indexing elements come first then odd indexing 
elements. For the next block odd indexing elements come first 
then even indexing. This entire technique applicable on alternate 
blocks.
Step 8: There are two set of operations mentioned as follows. 
One set of operation which is XOR and the right rotation apply on 
the one substring. Another set of operation which is XNOR and 
left rotation apply alternate substring. Total number of left or right 
rotation is determined by ((length of r)/2).Which set of operations 
are applied on first string is defined by the user. Information for 
the started operation which is kept in key as flag bit.
Step 9: Apply the set of operations which is mentioned in step 
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8, finally we will get the encrypted cipher text of each substring 
and append UB at the end.

B. Key Structure
Table 1, shows the structure of the key

Table 1: Key Structure

Segment Description
Maximum 
number of bits 
required(size)

1 Length of random 
number n

2

Number of bits required 
for the length(L) of the 
first word of the plain 
text

P Where p=L*8

3
Column sequence. j 
number of bits required 
to represent n

J*n

4 Flag bit 1
Total key size n+p+(j*n)+1

C. Decryption Process
Step 1: Encrypted binary text is decomposed into block according 
to the length of the substring and right most remaining bits whose 
length is less than the substring is kept in UB as unchanged 
block.
Step 2: Again each substring is decomposed into several blocks 
which is mentioned in step 4 in encryption process.
Step 3: Set of operations are applicable in the alternate substring 
.From the flag value which is mentioned in key it can be determine 
which set of operations will perform first. Let during encryption 
process apply left rotation on a substring but in case of decryption 
apply right rotation on that substring and vice versa. The XOR 
and XNOR operation remain same for alternative substring.
Step 4: After doing these set of operations put the jumbled 
up index sequence under each elements then rearrange them 
sequentially under each column. Then rearrange the column 
sequence j*n mentioned in encryption process in step 5. Put the 
element column wise and read them row wise.
Step 5: Each distinct substring are converted into original binary 
value of plain text and UB append at the end of the decrypted text. 
By this way we can get back the original plain text.

III. Example
To illustrate this algorithm, an example has been shown. The 
algorithm can be operated on a binary stream BS act as plain 
text for an example.

A. Encryption Process
Let Plain Text: 777, then length of plain text (L) =3
BS=000001110000011100000111
Let Random number r=7 whose binary representation is 111 
Substring = L*binary representation of r
              = 3*3=9
Decompose the entire BS by length of substring we get 
S1=000001110
S2=000011100
UB=000111
Decompose each substring into several blocks each block having 

the number of elements which is dividing length of substring 
here it is 9 by the (L),here L =3,so each block contain (9/3)=3 
elements.
For S1=000001110

B1 B2 B3
000 001 110

Now, here a specific column sequence is introduced that is B2, 
B1, B3.Put the elements row wise we get-
B2 B1 B3
0 0 0
0 0 1
1 1 0

Now arrange them in sequential row as well as sequential 
indexing.

B1 B2 B3
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Now arrange the index position in jumbled up manner we get-
B1 B2 B3

0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 2 1 3 5 4 6 8 7

Now let XOR each block with random number we get-
B1= (010) XOR (111) =101
B2= (010) XOR (111) =101
B3= (001) XOR (111) =110
Apply right rotation on each block. Here Number of right rotation 
is ((length of r is 3)/2) =1.5 i.e. 2 times right rotation is done. 
We get-
Ct1=011
Ct2=011
Ct3=101
Final CT for S1 is=011011101
For S2=000011100

B1 B2 B3
000 011 100

Now same column sequence is applied on S2 we get 

B2 B1 B3
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 0

Now arrange them in sequential row as well as sequential 
indexing.

B1 B2 B3
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Now arrange the index position in jumbled up manner we get-

B1 B2 B3
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 2 1 3 5 4 6 8 7

Now let XNOR each block with random number we get-
B1= (001) XNOR (111) =001
B2= (010) XNOR (111) =010
B3= (001) XNOR (111) =001
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Apply right rotation on each block. Here Number of left rotation 
is ((length of r is 3)/2)=1.5 i.e. 2 times right rotation is done. We 
get-
Ct1=100
Ct2=001
Ct3=100
Final CT for S2 is=100001100
Append UB=000111 at the end we will get the final cipher text. 
i.e.
The final CT=011011101100001100000111

B. Decryption Process
Now we have to start the decryption process.
CT=011011101100001100000111. 
From the key structure we will get the length of the substring and 
decompose entire CT according to the length of the substring we 
will get-
S1=011011101
S2=100001100
UB=000111
Again decompose the substring into number of blocks same as in 
the encryption process. We get-
For S1=011011101

B1 B2 B3
011 011 101

Now apply left rotation on each block for 2 times we will get-
Et1=101
Et2=101
Et3=110
Then the random numbers will XOR with each block we get-
B1= (101) XOR (111) =010
B2= (101) XOR (111) =010
B3= (110) XOR (111) =001
Now put the jumbled up index sequence we get-

B1 B2 B3
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 2 1 3 5 4 6 8 7

Now arrange the elements in sequential way-

B1 B2 B3
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Write the elements column wise

B1 B2 B3
0 0 0
0 0 1
1 1 0

Now rearrange the column in specific sequence which is applied 
in encryption process we get

B2 B1 B3
0 0 0
0 0 1
1 1 0

Finally read it row wise we get back the original text for S1 i.e. 
000001110 

For S2= 100001100

B1 B2 B3
100 001 100

Now apply right rotation on each block for 2 times we will get-
Et1=001
Et2=010
Et3=001
Then the random numbers will XNOR with each block we get-
B1= (001) XNOR (111) = 001
B2= (010) XNOR (111) = 010
B3= (010) XNOR (111) = 001
Now put the jumbled up index sequence we get-

B1 B2 B3
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 2 1 3 5 4 6 8 7

Now arrange the elements in sequential way-

B1 B2 B3
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Write the elements column wise

B1 B2 B3
0 0 0
1 0 1
0 1 0

Now rearrange the column in specific sequence which is applied 
in encryption process we get

B2 B1 B3
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 0

Finally, read it row wise we get back the original text for S2 i.e. 
000011100
So, concatenate the S1,S2 and UB at the end we will get back the 
original Plain text i.e.
PT = 000001110000011100000111

IV. Analysis
In this algorithm encryption is performed on binary data. All data 
which is under stable by the computer is finally converted into 
binary bits. So it can be implemented for any data type encryption 
process.
In this algorithm the length of the plain text is not restricted, so it 
can be applicable for any larger file. Random number is different 
for each user. Though random number kept in key and the use 
of this r will apply with help of several operations in the entire 
technique.
We can easily decompose the BS according to the length of r. But 
if we do so by this way and arrange the elements row wise under 
each column some of the row remains blank. We cannot decide 
what to write on the blank space and if we leave it, as it is then 
its consider as space so number of bits will increase hugely. So to 
avoid this blank space, multiplying length of r with the length of 
the first word of plain text is formed a substring. And according 
to the length of the substring we can decompose the entire binary 
stream. Each substring again decomposed into number of blocks 
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which can be determined by dividing the length of substring by 
length of the first word of the plain text.
So in the above two cases length of plain text is play a very much 
important role. If the length of the plain text will increase then it 
will be difficult for cryptanalytic attacker to crack it.
Depending on length of r the total numbers of columns are specified. 
The length of r is ‘n’. So there will be factorial n possible way 
to arrange the columns. Among them here a particular column 
sequence is introduced for entire algorithm. If n will increase 
then number of possible ways for column arrangement will also 
increase. So it will be difficult to find out a particular column 
arrangement among all possible column arrangements.
In this algorithm from starting of the encryption it cannot be 
mentioned which flag bit mainly used for a particular set of 
operations. So it will be difficult for attacker to determine which 
set of operations is applicable on which substring.
Total number of left rotation and the right rotation is calculated by 
((length of r)/2).To make the less number of computation.
Let us consider each text should not be started with space and the 
random number should be nonzero positive integer. 

V. Conclusion and Future Research
Using this technique, we can encrypt any size of file as well as, 
any kind of file, as this technique is implemented in bit level. For 
bigger block size more security is achieved and key breaking is 
practically impossible. Due to that large block size is recommended 
for increasing complexity and getting more efficient effect. Lastly, 
here we have implemented a new technique for secure message 
transmission. In future we will try to develop some more complex 
and difficult techniques for more efficient transmission.
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